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A new approach to construction of atmospheric circulation scenarios for making ecological
predictions and planning is proposed. It is based on a combined use of hydrodynamic models and ar-
chived data on climate. The problem of long-term prediction of hydrodynamic background for eco-
logical studies and  planning has no  unique solution until now. Its specificity is in the fact that the
characteristic lifetime of the already existing and designed objects as the sources of anthropogenic im-
pact on the climate system are, as a rule, much longer than the characteristic intervals of predictability
of the current hydrodynamic models. This means that it is preferable  to make use of the scenario ap-
proach in solving such problems. In construction of scenarios,  both mathematical models and  meas-
urement data are generally used. It is clear that scenarios for ecological prediction should reflect actual
situations on the climatic scale.

In the proposed technique, the set of scenarios is constructed. The technique is based on the
combination of the methods of four system levels, namely, the method of factor analysis, methods of
studying the sensitivity of models and functionals, methods of direct and inverse modeling with as-
similation of actual  data. The basic vectors and the corresponding phase subspaces are the key ele-
ments of the constructions.

Identification of the main factors that govern the behavior of the climate system fills a highly
important place in the methodology of formation of scenarios and analysis of the results obtained by
modeling. In terms of the main factors, it is possible to identify the manifestation of the climate system
response to anthropogenic impact.

Following the ideas of factor analysis [1,2], the calculation of the orthogonal basis functions is
made by the formulas
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  is the initial set of normalized vectors of the state functions. The components of

the latter are centered about their mean values;    pλ   are the eigenvalues ordered in diminution, and
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 are the corresponding eigenvectors of nn×   Gram’s matrix  that is built  on

the initial set  { }βϕ& .     The vectors     { }pF
&

 and    { }βϕ&       are of the same block structure of the type:
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Here N  is the number of different, in physical sense, components; h
tD   is the discrete analog of the

space-time  domain  tD . The structure of the  grid in h
tD    and K , N   are prescribed as input pa-

rameters. The values of K  and N may be as great as it is required. The state functions of the climatic
system,  such as geopotential, temperature,  the components of the velocity vector and others, the ad-
joint functions that correspond to them, sensitivity functions of the model may be included into the
number of the vector’s components. The union of the divers information and the choice of the  inner
product for the construction of the Gram’s matrix are made with the help of variational principle and
energetic functional of integral identity for the basic model of the processes.

The eigenvalue problem for Gram’s matrix is solved under conditions
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The maximums are sought  on the set of  values of the Fourier coefficients of the initial vectors { }βϕ&

decomposition  with respect to the vectors of the sought basis{ }pF
&

 . It is done by successive   exhaus-

tion process of subspaces beginning with the dimension n  to 1.



The basis  (1) and phase subspaces are derived  to study the variability of the climatic system
dynamics [3]. That is why the parameter n   is taken equal  to the number of years  in Reanalysis data

base [4]. The time interval inh
tD  is accepted as long as 1 month with daily behavior in 12 hours.   The

resolution in horizontal directions ),( 21 xx  of the global system,  is taken as $$ 5252 ,, ×  in spherical
coordinates. The number of  vertical levels is prescribed as a parameter, from 1 to 20. The parameter
N is taken in dependence on the goal  of  the study as well.  The month interval is a compromise be-
tween  the informative quality and the amount of calculations. Thus,  the set of 12 monthly  basis
vectors is produced from 40-year Reanalysis data (1960-1999). It is used to discover the main factors
and analyze  the multi-year  atmospheric dynamics and quality of the atmosphere.
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In  Fig.  the fragment of the first month main factor  (FMMF) of the geopotential at 500 mb
corresponding February 15, 00.00 is demonstrated.  The space-time behavior of the FMMF shows  not
many almost stationary extrema areas that can be interpreted as energy active zones.

Taking into account the constructions mentioned above,  a new type of geophysical hydrody-
namics models  has been  introduced. It can be called the  model with “guide”. In such models, long
time-space  observations and the  bases of the type (1) are used to form the special phase spaces, the
so-called “guides”. The  models of hydrodynamics and  pollutant transport are used here as interpo-
lants which assimilate the elements of the guiding  phase space under the  given optimal criteria. The
fields of application of such models are: reconstruction of the state functions from the current moni-
toring data in real time, diagnosis of the processes,  formation of scenarios for ecological forecast and
design, etc. The principle advantage of the approach is the fact that predictability is no longer  crucial
for it because the method is based on the use of the model  and observed data.
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